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DNA possesses many desirable chemical/physical properties as a
polymeric material. With the myriad of tools available to
manipulate DNA1, there is great potential for using DNA as a

generic instead of a genetic material.Although much progress has been
made in DNA computing2–4 and DNA nanotechnology5–19, the full
achievement of DNA-based materials has not yet been realized.
As almost all DNA molecules are either linear or circular, to rationally
construct DNA materials one must first create additional shapes of
DNA as basic building blocks. In addition, these DNA building blocks
must be readily incorporated into larger structures in a controlled
manner. Here, we show the controlled assembly of dendrimer-like
DNA (DL-DNA) from Y-shaped DNA (Y-DNA). The synthesis of
Y-DNA and controlled assembly of DL-DNA were robust and efficient;
the resulting DL-DNA was stable and almost monodisperse.
The multivalent DNA dendrimers can be either isotropic or
anisotropic,providing great potential to link other entities.

Two strategies were used to synthesize the Y-DNA: stepwise
synthesis and all-in-one (one-pot) synthesis (Fig. 1a). In the stepwise
approach, two oligonucleotides with partial complementary sequences
formed one arm of a Y-DNA; then the third oligonucleotide that was
complementary to the first two unmatched portions of
oligonucleotides, formed the other two arms of the Y-DNA. In the one-
pot approach, equal moles of all three oligonucleotides were mixed
together to form the Y-DNA.In both cases,the formation ofY-DNA was
evaluated by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1c), in which the mobility of a
DNA molecule depends on its size, shape and extent of base pairing20.
One major band appears on the gel (Fig. 1c, lanes 4–6),and its mobility
is less than that of its components,the single-stranded DNA (lanes 1–3),
indicating the formation of one arm of Y-DNA. The further shift of the
mobility of the final annealing product of stepwise (Fig. 1c, lanes 7–9)
and one-pot synthesis (Fig. 1c, lane 10) indicated the formation of
Y-DNA. There is no difference in results between stepwise and one-pot
synthesis.The estimated yield ofY-DNA is close to 100%,as estimated by
densitometry. Other Y-DNA with different sequences were similarly
synthesized. Synthesized Y-DNA were stable with no degradation
observed after 30 days at 4 °C (Fig. 1d).

DL-DNA were assembled by ligation of Y-DNA molecules, whose
sequences were specifically designed so that ligations between Yi and Yj

DNA could only occur when i ≠ j, where i and j refer to the generation
number n (for example,G1,G2,etc., see Fig.3a.The cohesive end of each
oligonucleotide was non-palindromic, thus no self-ligations occurred,

see Table 1,segment 1).In addition,the ligation could only occur in one
direction,that is,Y0 →Y1 →Y2 →Y3 →Y4 and so on.Furthermore,when
Y0 was ligated to Y1 with a 1:3 molar stoichiometry, one Y0 was linked
with three Y1,forming the first-generation DL-DNA (G1,Fig. 2a).G1 was
then ligated to six Y2 (one Y2 for each of the six free branches of G1),
resulting in a second-generation DL-DNA (G2, Fig. 3a). The third (G3),
fourth (G4), and higher generation DL-DNA were assembled in 
a similar way (Fig. 3a). Note that the assembled DL-DNA (Gn) had 
only one possible conformation due to the unidirectional ligation
strategy. The general format of the nth-generation DL-DNA is
Gn = (Y0)(3Y1)(6Y2)…(3 × 2n–1Yn), where n is the generation number
and Yn is the nth Y-DNA. The total number of Y-DNA in an 
nth-generation DL-DNA is 3 × 2n – 2. The growth of DL-DNA from 
nth generation to (n + 1)th generation requires a total of 3 × 2n new 
Yn+1-DNA.

G1 DL-DNA were assembled by ligating Y0 and Y1 with a 1:3
stoichiometry (Fig. 2a).The ligation product migrated as a single band,
and its mobility was slower than that of its building block, Y0 (Fig. 2c).
The presence of a single band indicated a new molecular species with a
well-defined molecular weight. The estimated yield is close to 100%.
To confirm that the ligation product was indeed G1 DL-DNA, it was
denatured (Fig. 2b) and examined by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2d).
Two major bands appeared in the electrophoresis: one with the same
mobility as the single-strand DNA Y0a (30-mer) and one with slower
mobility (90-mer), which was exactly what one would expect from the
G1 DL-DNA structure according to the assembly scheme (Fig. 2b).
Similar results were obtained from denaturation of G2, G3 and G4, and
the generation of newly ligated species were revealed by electrophoresis
(data not shown). Assembled G1 DL-DNA were stable with no
degradation observed after 45 days at 4 °C (Fig. 2e). In addition,
exonuclease III assays confirmed the absence of cyclic materials (data
not shown).

The second-, third-, fourth- and fifth-generation DL-DNA were
synthesized with a similar strategy and evaluated by gel electrophoresis
(Fig. 3a and 3b).With increasing generation, the mobility of the ligated
product decreased as predicted (Fig. 3b, see arrows). Furthermore, the
yield and the purity of higher generation DL-DNA did not seem to
decrease even in the absence of purification, suggesting that the
assembly was very robust. To further confirm that the mobility-shifted
species were indeed DL-DNA molecules, we examined the 4th

generation DL-DNA by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with both a
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Figure 1 Y-shaped DNA (Y-DNA). a,Strategies of Y-DNA synthesis.b,Schematic
drawing (left) and sequences (right) of Y-DNA.c, Evaluation of Y0-DNA formation.Lanes 1,2
and 3 are oligonucleotide Y0a,Y0b,Y0c, respectively.Lanes 4,5 and 6 correspond to the
hybridized products of (Y0a and Y0b), (Y0a and Y0c) and (Y0b and Y0c), respectively.Lanes 7,8
and 9 are stepwisely hybridized final products of (Y0a,Y0b and Y0c), (Y0a,Y0c and Y0b) and (Y0b,
Y0c and Y0a), respectively.Lane 10 is all-in-one (one-pot) hybridized final product of (Y0a,Y0b

and Y0c).d,Evaluation of Y-DNA stability.Lane 1 represents freshly made Y-DNA and lane 2
is the same Y-DNA stored at 4 °C for 30 days.
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Figure 2 The first-generation dendrimer-like DNA (G1 DL-DNA). a, Sequences of G1

DL-DNA.b,A schematic drawing of denaturation strategy to confirm the G1 DL-DNA
structure.After G1 DL-DNA denaturation, six oligonucleotides were generated; three of
these six oligonucleotides were new species with a unique length (90 bases).The rest
three were 30 bases.c, Evaluation of G1 DL-DNA formation.Lane 1 is Y-DNA and lane 2 is
G1 DL-DNA.d, Evaluation of G1 DL-DNA denaturation.Lane 1 is a molecular marker
(oligonucleotide Y0a). Lane 2 is G1 DL-DNA without denaturing.Lanes 3 and 4 correspond
to 0.25 µg and 0.5 µg of the denatured G1 DL-DNA, respectively.e, Evaluation of G1

DL-DNA stability. Lane 1 represents freshly made G1 DL-DNA and lane 2 is the same G1

DL-DNA stored at 4 °C for 45 days.
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standard tip and a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) tip, which
revealed DL-DNA’s highly branched dendritic nanostructure (Fig. 3c).
The measured width of the G4 DL-DNA nanostructure was
71.2 ± 6.7 nm, which was very close to the theoretically calculated 

value based on a B-DNA structure (69.0 nm) considering the relative
flexibility of DNA molecules.

Although the AFM pictures revealed the dendritic shape of DL-
DNA, they were not suitable for determining the distribution of sizes
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Figure 3 Higher generation dendrimer-like DNA. a, Schematic drawings of higher generation DL-DNA.b,Evaluation of higher generation DL-DNA formation.Lanes 1,2,3,4 and 5
correspond to G1 DL-DNA,G2 DL-DNA,G3 DL-DNA,G4 DL-DNA and G5 DL-DNA,respectively.The arrows indicate the decreasing mobility with increasing generation. c, Images of DL-DNA:
AFM images of G4 DL-DNA on mica surface using standard tip (lower left) and SWNT tip (top, left and right),and TEM image of G4 DL-DNA (lower right).Scale bars correspond to 100 nm.
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due to many commonly occurring problems associated with AFM,
including sample damage by AFM tips, cleanliness of the substrate,
dehydration of DNA, contaminants during the preparation and so on.
To further explore the size distributions, the 4th-generation dendrimer-
like DNA was also visualized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), which indicated the highly branched shape of DL-DNA
(Fig. 3c). The size (diameter) of the DL-DNA was measured at about
80 nm, and the width of each branch was estimated at 3 nm, consistent
with the theoretically calculated values.More than 20 TEM experiments
were performed,and a total of 146 G4 DL-DNA particles were measured.
From such a large number of results, we believe that these TEM
measurements are likely to reflect the nature of the dendrimer-like
DNA. We measured the size of each particle in four directions:
horizontal, vertical, diagonal 45° (relative to horizontal) and diagonal
135° (relative to horizontal). The average size of all 146 particles was
83.9 nm ± 9.8 nm, very close to the theoretical calculated value
(considering the Pt/Pd coating). More interestingly, the average size of
horizontal,vertical,diagonal 45°and diagonal 135°measurements were
84.9 nm,85.1 nm,82.1 nm and 83.9 nm,respectively,suggesting that the
particles were circular in shape. Further examination of particle-size
distributions of these 146 G4 DL-DNA particles revealed that 84% of
the particles are within a size range 74.1 nm and 93.7 nm (one standard
deviation of the average), consistent with our gel electrophoresis
results, which suggested that 87.68% and 92.99% of the G1 and G4

DNA, respectively, had essentially the same mobility. Taking AFM,
TEM and gel electrophoresis results together, they strongly suggested
that DL-DNA molecules were very pure, and confirm their nanoscale
dendritic structures.

In another study, seven dangling-ends of double-stranded DNA
were annealed to construct dendrimer DNA, and the structure fixed
through a non-specific crosslinker, psoralen21,22. The yield, purity and
images were unknown.The dendrimer-like DNA presented here is very
different from previously reported products. First, the building blocks
were Y-shaped DNA with specially designed sequences.No self-ligation
and cyclic products could occur, making dendrimer growth
unidirectional and stepwise. Second, the growth of dendrimer was
enzyme-catalysed, making the synthesis non-reversible, specific and
efficient. And third, the final products, dendrimer-like DNA, were still
true DNA that could be manipulated further with DNA enzymes.

We are aware that different motifs of a variety of geometric arrays
were successfully (and impressively) constructed using rigid, linear
‘crossover’ DNA as building blocks23–25. A DNA mechanical device was
also created9,10.Note that the building blocks used and motifs created are
perfect for growing nanoscaled arrays and scaffolds11,26, some of them
(such as the DNA tiling system11) also provide a method for non-
isotropic growth.

We emphasize here that this is the first time that almost
monodisperse Y-shaped DNA and dendrimer-like DNA nanostructures
have been synthesized in a highly controlled fashion with relatively high
yield and purity. The synthesis was rather simple and robust; the 5th

generation DL-DNA was close to being monodisperse even without any
purification. The design strategies and assembly approaches can be
easily used to construct other DNA building blocks,such as an X-shaped
DNA (data not shown), that can be incorporated into even more
complicated nanostructured material than those reported here.
These DNA-based nanostructured materials can be manipulated at the
molecular length-scale, providing an advantageous route for novel
materials by design. In addition, it is unnecessary to protect and de-
protect reactive ends of DL-DNA to achieve the dendritic structures.
Furthermore, whereas chemical dendrimers are usually isotropic, DL-
DNA can be easily assembled as anisotropic as well as isotropic through
specific end design. The branch units of DL-DNA can also be either
symmetrical or asymmetrical. With about 50 nm persistence length of
double-stranded DNA27, DNA basic building blocks can be at least as
long as 50 nm, spanning the length scale of DNA nanostructured

material (including DNA dendrimers) from the nanometre to even the
micrometre range, which is very difficult to achieve from chemical
dendrimers. The reported nanostructured DL-DNA molecules are
envisioned to have great potential in nanotechnology by serving as
templates for fabrication and synthesis, as their sizes, structures and
morphologies can be changed through alteration of building blocks,
and their interactions can be enhanced through conjugations with
different functional groups. In addition, we believe that these water-
soluble,dendrimer-like DNA nanostructures are versatile,and may find
a myriad of applications in both biomedical and non-biomedical fields.

METHODS 

MOLECULAR DESIGNS

The DNA sequences (Table 1) were designed according to the standards set by Seeman28, and tested by

trial-and-error. They were commercially synthesized and PAGE purified (Integrated DNA

Technologies, Coralville, Iowa). Without further purification, oligonucleotides were dissolved in

annealing buffer (10 mM Tris, pH = 8.0, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and 50 mM

NaCl) with a final concentration of 50 mM. Y-DNA was constructed by mixing three oligonucleotide

components (1:1:1 molar ratio) in sterile Milli-Q water with a final concentration of 5 mM for each

oligonucleotide. Hybridizations were performed according to the following procedures: (i)

Denaturation at 95 °C for 2 min. (ii) Cooling at 65 °C and incubation for 5 min. (iii) Annealing at 

60 °C for 2 min. (iv) Further annealing at 60 °C for 0.5 min with a continuous temperature decrease 

at a rate of 1 °C per min. The annealing steps were repeated a total of 40 times. The final annealed

products were stored at 4 °C.

FORMATION OF Y-DNA AND DL-DNA

Y-shaped DNA (Y-DNA) were synthesized by mixing the same molar amount of corresponding

oligonucleotide strands. The nomenclature is as follows: Y0a, Y0b and Y0c are the three corresponding

single oligonucleotide chains that form a Y0-DNA (noted as Y0 in short). Similarly, Y1a, Y1b and Y1c are

the three corresponding single oligonucleotide chains that form an Y1-DNA (noted as Y1 in short); and

Yna, Ynb and Ync are the three corresponding single oligonucleotide chains that form an Yn-DNA (noted

as Yn in short). The reactions are noted as the following: Y0a+Y0b+Y0c→Y0, Y1a+Y1b+Y1c→Y1, and

Yna+Ynb+Ync→Yn, and so on. (see Fig. 1a). All the mixtures were first incubated at 95 °C for 2 min, then

quickly cooled down to 60 °C, and finally cooled to 4 °C at 2 °C per min. For constructing DL-DNA,

individual Y-DNA was ligated specifically to other Y-DNA. G1 DL-DNA was obtained by ligating Y1 to

Y0 (at a 3:1 molar ratio). Similarly, G2 was formed by ligating 6 Y2 with 1 G1. Other higher generations

of DL-DNA were constructed using the same strategy. Each ligation solution contains ligase buffer,

1.30 nmol Y-DNA monomer, and 0.235 Weiss unit of T4 DNA ligase (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin).

The ligations were also performed with Fast-Link DNA Ligase (Epicentre Technologies, Madison,

Michigan). The nomenclature of DL-DNA is as follows: the core of the dendrimer, Y0, is designated as

G0, the 0 generation of DL-DNA. After Y0 is ligated with Y1, the dendrimer is termed the 1st generation

of DL-DNA (G1), and so on. The nth generation of DL-DNA is noted as Gn.

Table 1 Sequences of oligonucleotides.

Strand Segment 1 Segment 2

Y0a 5′-TGAC 
Y1a 5′-GTCA
Y2a 5′-ATCG TGGATCCGCATGACATTCGCCGTAAG-3′
Y3a 5′-ATGC
Y4a 5′-GCAA

Y0b 5′-TGAC 
Y1b 5′-CGAT
Y2b 5′-GCAT CTTACGGCGAATGACCGAATCAGCCT-3′
Y3b 5′-TTGC
Y4b 5′-GGAT

Y0c 5′-TGAC 
Y1c 5′-CGAT 
Y2c 5′-GCAT AGGCTGATTCGGTTCATGCGGATCCA-3′
Y3c 5′-TTGC
Y4c 5′-GGAT
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CHARACTERIZING DL-DNA
The nucleic acid samples were evaluated on 3% agarose Ready-Gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California) at

100 V. For the denaturing experiment, single-stranded DNA was obtained by using NaOH. Briefly, gel-

purified DL-DNA was denatured with a final concentration of ∼40 ng ml–1 in a denaturing buffer

containing 10 mM EDTA and 25 mM NaOH. The denaturing reaction was carried out at 95 °C 

for 2 min. The denatured products were immediately cooled down in a –20 °C freezer. Denatured 

DL-DNA was electrophoresed in 3% native agarose gel with ethidium bromide (0.5 mg ml–1) in 

Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer at 4 °C. Care was taken to make sure that the products were kept at

4 °C to keep the denatured status. Electrophoresis was carried out at 50 V for 10 min and then at 125 V

for 65 min. For Exonuclease III assays, 1.0 µg of DNA were digested in 25 µl of Exonuclease III buffer

with 30 units of Exonuclease III (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin) at 37 °C for 1 hour. The reaction was

terminated by adding 2 µl of 0.25 mM EDTA.

AFM IMAGING
A 5 µl DNA sample was placed onto the surface of freshly cleaved mica (Ted Pella, Redding, California)

functionalized with aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, Aldrich) and allowed to adsorb to the mica

surface for approximately 20 minutes. The mica was then rinsed in Milli-Q water and dried with

compressed air. Tapping-mode AFM images were taken in air on both a Dimensions 3100 AFM and a

Multimode AFM (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, California). Standard imaging was done with

Pt/Ir-coated cantilevers with resonant frequencies of 60–100 kHz and force constants of 1.2–5.5 N m–1.

High-resolution imaging was performed using SWNT tips mounted on Pt/Ir cantilevers using the ‘pick

up’ technique29, whereby SWNTs are grown on a silicon substrate; during AFM imaging of the SWNT

covered Si substrate a tube is picked up off the surface and then used as an imaging tip. All images

were processed with a flattening filter.

TEM IMAGING
Approximately 0.5 µl of 0.21 mM G4 DNA was mixed with 200 µl of Tris (30 mM, pH 8.0), and then

5 µl of 5% 2, 4, 6–Tri(dimethylaminomethyl phenol) (DMP) 30 was added to the mixture. A drop of

the mixture (50 µl) was placed onto a sheet of parafilm at room temperature. The drop was covered

with a petri dish for 11 minutes. After 11 minutes the DNA molecules were picked up by touching the

drop with the formvar/carbon-coated grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington,

Pennsylvania) and left for 3 minutes. The sample was then stained with 2% uranyl acetate for

1 minute. The grid was then blotted with filter paper and allowed to dry in air, then rotary coated 

with Pt/Pd. Grids were analysed at a voltage of 100 kV using a Philips EM-201.
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